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NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 
Partnership 2020 

 

When we began the search for a new strategic planning 

consultant, we needed three overarching qualities.  A 

sophisticated ability to analyze and interpret demographic data 

about where the community is and where it has come from; an ability to get out into the community and 

truly listen to the leadership about their hopes and vision for the future; and the ability to synthesize the vast 

amount of data collected through those two phases into a workable and measurable strategy for the next five 

years.  Mac and his team hit it out of the ballpark on all three fronts.  They were the right team to advise us 

on Nashville’s future, and we’ll continue to work with them as we accomplish that vision. 

Courtney Ross, Chief Economic Development Officer, Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce 

Background 

The Nashville, Tennessee region is one of America’s rising economic stars. Previously known for its music 

industry, Nashville is increasingly being recognized as a talent magnet and top economic performer. Its 

success in attracting a number of prominent headquarters firms and logistics and manufacturing 

companies placed Nashville near the top of multiple “best places” lists in recent years. Further enhancing 

the city’s reputation as a music and creative hub is the network television show “Nashville,” which is 

extending the Nashville brand to an even broader audience. 

Market Street began its relationship with the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce in 2005 when our firm 

was hired to update the region’s Partnership 2010 economic development strategy. The success of the 

Partnership 2010 plan led Nashville to be named the number one “Hot Headquarters Metro for the 21st 

Century” by Business Facilities in 2005 and “America’s Hottest City” by Expansion Management in 2006. The 

relocation of Nissan Motors to Nashville from Los Angeles in 2005 created over 1,300 jobs paying an 

average salary of $80,000. Other high-profile post-Partnership 2010 announcements were Gateway 

Computers and Dell Computers. 

The Chamber again retained Market Street to conduct a mid-course assessment of Partnership 2010 

implementation. This review set the stage for the Chamber’s next five-year strategic process, Partnership 

2020. Soon after receiving the “Chamber of the Year” award from the American Chamber of Commerce 

Executives in 2009 and being named by Site Selection magazine as a one of the nation’s top 10 economic 

development groups, the Chamber brought Market Street back to guide Partnership 2020 planning. The 

resulting strategy contained key actions that enabled the Nashville Area to address priority competitive 

issues such as the pursuit of regional cooperation and coordination; challenged school performance in 
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certain metro school districts; the need for increased capacity and coordination of the K-16 workforce 

pipeline; lingering pollution issues; enhanced transit capacity; and deficits in certain key “New Economy” 

criteria such as educational attainment, innovation and technology commercialization. Although the region 

had made progress in many of these areas, there was still much work to be done. 

The Chamber engaged Market Street in 2014 to conduct the third strategy process for the region. 

Implementation Highlights 

In the years following Partnership 2010’s rollout in 2005, public education was invigorated by the advent of 

career academies; economic diversification increased through the effective marketing of the Nashville 

region and the work of various industry councils; crime was significantly reduced through a comprehensive 

approach; regional connectivity was enhanced through growing public transit capacity; and urban blight 

was reversed in several key areas of the region.  

Since the Partnership 2020 launch: 

 In the first year of implementation, the Nashville Area Chamber reported 103 announced 

relocations and expansions, adding 7,321 new jobs and nearly $1.7 billion in capital investment. So 

far in 2014, they have announced relocations and expansions that will bring over $325 million in 

capital investment and 2,250 new jobs to the Nashville community. 

 The Music City Music Council was created as an association of business leaders charged by 

Nashville’s mayor with developing strategies toward heightening the awareness and development 

of Nashville as “THE global Music City.” In addition to the creation of an annual, free music festival 

showcasing local talent, the Council has channeled excitement toward a new music education 

project in local elementary, middle, and high schools. 

 The Entrepreneur Center of Nashville, a vision that grew out of Partnership 2010, opened in 2010 

and soon became the “front door” for individuals looking to create companies in Nashville. The 

“Building Innovation” campaign is currently raising $8 million to provide the founding endowment 

to fund Center operations and optimize the Center’s facilities. 

 The $585 million Music City Center convention center facility in downtown Nashville opened in 

2013. The 1.2 million square foot building serves as a central meeting point for Nashville’s 

residents in addition to hosting visitors and events. The Music City Center also features green 

space adjacent to the Country Music Hall of Fame, suitable for outdoor concerts and events. 

 In the last year, Nashville’s rankings by multiple publications include: #6 among “Best Cities for Job 

Growth” by NewGeography.com, #1 for “Barbeque” by Travel and Leisure readers, #4 on the list of 

“Fastest Growing Cities” according to Census data and reported by CNNMoney.com, #5 on a list of 

“Top Apartment Boomtowns” by sparefoot.com, #3 on USA Today’s list “USA’s 20 Best Convention 

Cities,” #5 among “Blue Collar Hotspots” by Forbes, one of the “Top Ten Popular Cities for 

Millennials” by MSN, #13 on the Milken Institute’s “Best Performing Cities” index, #4 among “Cities 

Creating the Most Tech Jobs” by Forbes. 


